CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusion

Having analyzed the data, the conclusion are drawn as the follow.

1. There were five kinds of error made by flight attendant students of PSPP (Pendidikan Staff Penerbangan dan pramugari) Yogyakarta in translating flight attendant announcement namely semantic errors, formal errors, errors in the use of preposition, miscellaneous errors, errors in the production of verb group.

2. There were three causes of error made by flight attendant students of PSPP (Pendidikan Staff Penerbangan dan pramugari) Yogyakarta in translating flight attendant announcement namely intralingual transfer (false concept hypothesis), carelessness, translation.

5.2 Suggestion

1. The flight attendant students should be mastering the terms use by flight attendant, an mastering the grammar of english communication.

2. The flight attendant have to mastering the material of English aspecially for English flight attendant and more careless in translating flight attendant announcement.